Abstract: Assessing and estimating essential parameters for a metabolic pathway by using a mathematical model is a significant step in Systems Biology. However, estimating process often faces numerous obstacles, for example when the number of unknown parameters escalates or data has noise, gets trapped in local minima and or having repeated exploration of poor solution during search process. Thus, this study proposes an improved Bee Memory Differential Evolution algorithm (IBMDE), which is a combination of the Differential Evolution algorithm (DE), the Kalman Filter (KF), the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC), and a memory feature to solve the aforementioned problems. The implemented metabolic pathways for this improved estimation algorithm were glycerol and pyruvate synthesis pathways. IBMDE was successful in generating the estimated optimal kinetic parameter values with noticeable reduction in errors (81.36% and 99.46% respectively) and faster convergence times (6.19% and 15.72% respectively) compared to DE, the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Nelder Mead (NM), and the Simulated Annealing (SA). The results indicated that, most importantly, the kinetic parameters produced by IBMDE had enhanced the production of desired metabolites than the other estimation algorithms. Besides that, the results also demonstrated the reliability of IBMDE as an estimation algorithm in terms of lower error.
INTRODUCTION
Living cells are made up of complex biomolecular systems with complete interconnected processes. The cellular interaction networks in living cells can be generally represented as static pathways with desired compound or entity joined to one or more other compounds or entities [1] . Analyses of biochemical pathways have shown that all biological systems continually adjust, alter, and control their internal biochemical status from single pathways to multicellular organisms. As a result, system biology, which is a new interdisciplinary field, has appeared with the aim to retrieve the essential knowledge of organization and functions of cellular processes that would enable the production of desired products or responses. To achieve this noble aim of system biology, the establishment of comprehensive mathematical models is essential [2, 3] .
Systems biology presents a biological system through mathematical models, manifested by a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [4] . Unknown parameter values in the ODEs comprise of reaction rates obtained through hand-tuning or rates retrieved from in vitro *Address correspondence to this author at the Artificial Intelligence and Bioinformatics Research Group, Faculty of Computing, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Skudai, 81310 Johor, Malaysia; Tel: +60-7-553-3153; Fax: +60-7-556-5044; E-mail: saberi@utm.my biochemical experiments [5] . Under some circumstances, these values can be obtained through estimation, and thus, it is crucial that the estimation methods used in mathematical models are thoroughly examined beforehand [4] . Parameter estimation in system biology minimizes the difference between the experimental data and simulated data. However, increasing numbers of unknown parameters, incomplete and noisy experimental data of dynamic biochemical pathways have always prompted most traditional estimation methods to produce inaccurate estimation [6, 7] .
Deterministic estimation and stochastic estimation are the two main approaches in parameter estimation. Deterministic optimisation can be utilized effortlessly and it performs well in solving small scale linear optimisation problem. On the other hand, the performance of stochastic optimisation prevails in solving nonlinear problems with no standard setting for the control parameters, which negatively affect the accuracy of the estimation [8] . In other words, when majority of the interactions in system biology cannot be clearly observed and fail to show linear attribute, the use of stochastic optimisation is greatly useful in such situation but at the cost of lower accuracy [9] . Examples of renowned stochastic algorithms include the Simulated Annealing (SA), the Genetic Algorithm (GA), and the Differential Evolution algorithm (DE).
SA, a metaheuristic and generic probabilistic approach, is commonly employed to find the optimal solution of a 2212-392X/14 $58.00+.00defined function within a large yet distinct search space [10] . The merits of using SA are that it is rarely trapped in the local minima and convergence is guaranteed when large number of iterations exists [10] . Nevertheless, determining the cooling schedule or initial temperature is challenging in SA, regardless of the degree being defined. Moreover, the quality of search declines when the defined temperature is too high, and if it is too low, more computation time is required [11] .
GA is a subclass of evolutionary algorithms inspired by natural evolution. Generally, it functions according to inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover processes. Due to its capability to work efficiently and perform parallel search, GA is considered to be a powerful algorithm [12] , but it can easily be trapped in local minima and as a result, it fails to find the optimal solution [13] .
Under the category of evolutionary algorithms, DE has been found to be the best estimation algorithm. It is used to optimise a problem repetitively under a specified objective function. The main advantages of DE are efficiency, simplicity, high speed, and ease of use. However, its faster convergence speed, especially when the population size is large, has made it susceptible to be trapped in the local minima and being extensively exposed to poor results during the search process [14] . In addition, DE is very sensitive to its control parameters, namely population size (NP), crossover constant (CR), and mutation factor (F) [15] .
Many researchers have attempted to extensively optimise the usage of DE. DEPSO (Hybrid of DE and Particle Swarm Optimization) [16] , DEACO (Hybrid of DE and Ant Colony Optimization) [17] , SADE (Self Adapt of DE's control parameters) [18] , DETL (Hybrid of DE and Tabu List) [19] , and JDE (Self Adapt of DE's control parameters) [20, 21] are among some examples of improved DE. These improvements enhance DE's performance and as a result, the data do not get trap in local minima. Other enhanced features include increased diversity, exploitation abilities, and exploration stability, reduced search time and better adjustment of control parameters One way to escalate the production of desired metabolites is by estimating the signal inputs like pH and temperature of the biological systems. This approach needs extensive biological knowledge, and formulation of meaningful and useful ODEs. DE is reckoned as one the best estimation algorithms, therefore it is implemented in this study as the main estimation algorithm to alleviate the expansion number of unknown parameters. Kalman Filter (KF) is known as linear quadratic estimation (LQE). It involves two processes which are update and predict process. KF updates the noisy data with the population through Kalman gain value, K [22] . This DE's performance improves through the implementation of the KF in which the population is updated by K value which takes into account the feedback from noisy data. These noisy data are retrieved from the discrepancies in the collected results due to human error and apparatus limitation. The hybrid of DE and KF is named as the Improved Differential Evolution (IDE) [23] .
In this study, the desired metabolites' production is improved through estimating the kinetic parameters within the ODEs itself. Two more features, the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) and memory feature are further synergized with the afore-named IDE to develop the Improved Bee Memory Differential Evolution algorithm (IBMDE). This improved estimation algorithm aims to solve the limitations of conventional DE and biochemical pathways.
The paper is structured into four sections, where the improved estimation algorithm, IBMDE is presented in Section 2, followed by experimental setup in Section 3, and results and discussion in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future works are presented in Section 5.
METHODOLOGY
This paper presents an improved estimation algorithm called IBMDE. Literature shows that researchers only use DE for parameter estimation [24] while IBMDE is a combination of DE, KF, ABC, and memory feature. The description of IBMDE is given in Fig. (1) and Pseudo code in Fig. (2) . IBMDE is developed according to conventional DE and IDE. Thus, it has to go through the same procedures of initialisation, crossover, mutation, updating, and evaluation processes. However, two more steps of probability calculation and memory storing processes are added to the IDE to reduce search space and avoid the search process from looping back to the poor solution. In Fig. (1) , the ABC and modified evaluation and Pseudo code in Fig.  (2) , respectively, are emphasized with the dotted box.
Initialisation Process
In initialisation process, the initial population matrix, P, n x m population matrix, is produced where m is the number of unknown parameters and n is the population size. This matrix stores the initial value of the unknown parameter, called as gene for estimation purpose. Each gene of the individuals in the initial population matrix obtains its own value through Eq. (2.1). Individual, (Ind i ), is represented as a set of estimated parameter values where i is the index variable, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For initialisation process, g is the ones matrix with dimension of n x 1, I initial = {I 1 , I 2 , …, I m } where I is the initial values for each parameter, and rand(n,m) is a n x m matrix with random values between 0 and 1. P = g * I initial *10 0.5*rand (n*m ) (2.1)
Evaluation Process with Memory Storage Process
In the evaluation process, the fitness function (Sum Square Error), J i , as depicted in Eq. (2.2), is used to analyse the fitness of each individual in P where h is the ODE used to retrieve the time series data values, E exp = {E 1 , E 2 , …, E m } where E is the experimental parameter values, S sim ={S 1 , S 2 , …, S m } where S is the estimated parameter values, j is the index variable where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and f(D, z) is the function to obtain time series data values with given parameter values, z. As a result, P_AC, an initial population fitness values matrix, with fitness values of all individual in P is produced. The optimal solution (individual with lowest fitness value) is then stored in a memory called gbest. This memory feature has the capability to keep the best candidate ever during the search process for evaluation purposes. One benefit of using this feature is that it prevents the search process from being trapped in the local minima or from exploring a bad candidate again.
Probability Calculation Process
In ABC, after all employed bees have completed the search process, the position information of the optimal solution is presented to the onlookers using different dances. Subsequently, each onlooker can analyse the collected nectar information to select the optimal solution (optimal solution probability value). The search space is thus reduced through the use of ABC according to the mentioned probability value [25] . Similarly, Eq. (2.3) is then used to calculate the probability, prob(i), of each individual in P with index i according to ABC where fit(i) indicates the fitness value of each individual with index i and max is the function to retrieve the maximum value. After obtaining the probability value of each individual, the lower bound and upper bound are changed to individuals with the lowest and highest probability values, respectively as long as the fitness value is not converged. The new altered lower and upper bound are used in order to reduce the search space in the searching process for next generation.
Mutation Process
In mutation process, three randomly selected individuals from the initial population matrix are substituted into Eq. (2.4) as i 1 , i 2 , and i 3 respectively. M indicates the mutated population matrix and F is the mutation factor.
Crossover Process
The following crossover process is generally performed to mutation and crossover population matrices according to the U(0,1) i and CR values to increase the population's diversity. Each individual in mutation and crossover population matrices contains its own U(0,1). U(0,1) i is a uniformly distributed number between 0 and 1 with index i and CR is the crossover constant value. If the individual's U(0,1) value is lower than the CR value, then that individual from the mutated population matrix would become the resultant population's individual for the crossover process (crossover population matrix, C), and vice versa.
Updating Process
Updating process is subsequently performed on C through Eq. (2.5) where inv indicates inverse function and UP is then generated which is the updated population matrix. This process helps to handle the noisy data where C is updated through a matrix with the Kalman gain, K, value, retrieved from Eq. (2.6). In Eq. (2.6), the noise covariance and measurement noise covariance are taken into account by the K value. The H matrix indicates the observation matrix that implements system's equations, which takes the system's dynamics into account. The R matrix is the measurement of noise covariance but this is only for estimation purposes. The B matrix is the error covariance implemented to retrieve the priori estimation for the next estimation process [22] . In this study, H is obtained from the ODEs information and Jacobian matrix while B and R matrix are identity matrices. The H matrix's number of rows must be consistent with the number of unknown parameters, in which it must be invertible but it does not have to be a square matrix. Gaussian noise was implemented to simulate the noisy data to ensure the model was similar to the nature of biology for in silico approaches [26] . After conducting a small number of trials with the reasonable range of 0 to 1, Gaussian noise with value 0.1 was implemented.
Evaluation Process with Memory Storage Process
After the calculation process, the evaluation process takes place and the update process's result is compared with the gbest value after handling the noisy data. The result produced from the updating process is then stored in gbest and becomes the optimal solution. If its fitness value is lower than the gbest's fitness value, it is stored in the solution population matrix, O, the extra memory, gbest, works to store the best solution to avoid the search process from looping back to poor solutions again. The whole process is iterated until the stopping criterion is met. The stopping criteria are fixed at the convergence of the fitness functions or via predefined maximum loop values. Table 1 shows the benchmark functions tested using ISADE, jDE, SaDE, FADE, DE/rand/1/bin, and the IBMDE. The control parameters used were NP=100, CR=0.9, and F=0.5 [27] . The aim of this test was to investigate the performance of the estimation algorithms on benchmark problems.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimental Setup (A Computational Approach)
Experimental Setup (A Biological Approach)
Kinetic parameters within glycerol [28] and pyruvate synthesis pathways [29] were subjected to IBMDE to estimate their optimal values. The predefined values for the control parameters implemented were population size, NP=10, mutation factor, F=0.5, and crossover constant, CR=0.9. These values were chosen through performing a small number of trials within a reasonable range of 0 to 10; the aforementioned values contributed better results than other values. The main implemented software were SBToolbox in Matlab 2008a and the Copasi. Biomodel, an online database sustained by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), was used to retrieve the metabolic pathways.
The time series data values for the concentration of metabolite Glycerol 3-phosphate (G3P) and metabolite Acetaldehyde (AcO) were generated to study the accuracy of each estimation algorithm. The metabolite G3P is a substrate for glycerol production, while the metabolite AcO is a precursor for acetic acid which acts as reactant for the manufacture of chemical compounds. The time series data values for the selected metabolites' concentration were generated to study the accuracy of each estimation algorithm. The fitness values were then recorded to achieve the same aim as well. Besides that, with the goal to investigate and analyse the reliability of the estimation algorithm, the simulation was iterated 50 times to measure its mean, standard deviation (STD) and Standard Error of the Mean Note: Probability calculation and memory feature are added after the initialisation and update process to improve DE performance, highlighted with the dotted box. Fig. (1) . Flowchart of IBMDE.
Initialisation using DE where all individuals receive their own value.
The lower bound and upper bound change as long the fitness value does not converge.
Probability calculation with ABC Mutation with DE M = P(ii3) + F* (P(ii1)-P(ii2))
Fitness function in Eq. (2.2) is used for evaluation purpose. The individual with lowest fitness value is selected and its fitness value is stored in gbest.
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Update Process with KF Update Population.
UP = inv(inv(C)+K)
Crossover with DE
(SEM) values; and was then statistically validated through the chi-square test.
Five estimation algorithms (NM, SA, GA, DE, and IBMDE) were used to execute the evaluation process. The experimental kinetic parameter values, as shown in Tables 2  and 3 , were obtained from previous related works [28, 29] and the simulated kinetic parameters were produced by using the abovementioned estimation algorithms. Create mutated population matrix. M= P (i 1 ) + F *(P (i 2 ) -P (i 3 )).
STEP 1.4:
Crossover Create crossover population matrix 
where: Gpd_p=compartment * Gpd_p_Vf1 / (Gpd_p_K1nadh * Gpd_p_K1dhap) * (Gpd_p_NADH * DHAP -Gpd_p_NAD * G3P / Gpd_p_Keq1) / ((1 + Gpd_p_F16BP / Gpd_p_K1f16bp + Gpd_p_ATP / Gpd_p_K1atp + Gpd_p_ADP / Gpd_p_K1adp) * (1 + Gpd_p_NADH / Gpd_p_K1nadh + Gpd_p_NAD / Gpd_p_K1nad) * (1 + DHAP / Gpd_p_K1dhap + G3P / Gpd_p_K1g3p)), Gpp_p= compartment * Gpp_p_V2 * G3P / Gpp_p_K2g3p / ((1 + G3P / Gpp_p_K2g3p) * (1 + Gpp_p_Phi / Gpp_p_K2phi)), Compartment=1, DHAP= concentration of metabolite dihydroxyacetone phosphate which equal to 0.58, G3P=concentration of G3P which equal to 0, R6 
Dimension: 50
Range: -5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12
Grienwank Function
Range: -600 ≤ xi ≤ 600 
Range: -32 ≤ xi ≤ 32 = R6_V_6 * ((AcCoA * NADH -CoA * NAD * AcO / R6_Keq_6) / (R6_Kaccoa_6 * R6_Knadh_6)) / ((1 + NAD / R6_Knad_6 + NADH / R6_Knadh_6) * (1 + AcCoA / R6_Kaccoa_6 + CoA / R6_Kcoa_6) * (1 + AcO / R6_Kaco_6)), R7= R7_V_7 * ((AcO * NADH -EtOH * NAD / R7_Keq_7) / (R7_Kaco_7 * R7_Knadh_7)) / ((1 + NAD / R7_Knad_7 + NADH / R7_Knadh_7) * (1 + AcO / R7_Kaco_7 + EtOH / R7_Ketoh_7)), NAD= concentration of metabolite nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide which equal to 6.33, NADH=concentration of metabolite nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide in activated form which equal to 3.67, AcCoA= concentration of metabolite acetyl co-A which equal to 0, EtOH =concentration of metabolite ethanol which equal to 1, AcO= concentration of metabolite AcO which equal to 0. Table 3 .
where Q=the number of rows of time series data values, and l=the index variable. Table 4 shows the benchmark functions tested using DE, PSO, EA, and IBMDE with the aim to study the performance of the estimation algorithms on optimization problems. The results as shown in Table 4 showed that IBMDE passed six out of seven benchmark functions. This result was achieved due to the addition of the features like updating process (as shown in Eq. 2.5), probability calculation feature (as shown in Eq. 2.3), and memory feature (gbest). However, it failed one test which was Rastrigin. Based on the benchmark function's characteristic analysis, the abovementioned benchmark function's landscape changed from being simple to complex. The sensitivity of the DE towards its control parameters was the factor that contributed to the failure of IBMDE through these four benchmark functions. Table 5 shows the fitness values for each estimation algorithm. IBMDE had the lowest fitness values (lowest errors) recorded at 0.0011 and 2.16E-06 for metabolite G3P and metabolite AcO, respectively. This demonstrated the ability of gbest to keep the best solution even during the search process, which had boosted the accuracy of the estimation results. In other words, with the implementation of gbest value, continuous exploration of poor results could be avoided during the search process. Besides that, the capability of handling the noisy data by using KF, as shown in Eq. (2.5), of IBMDE also had enhanced the accuracy of estimation. Table 6 shows the number of generations needed for each estimation algorithm to achieve their optimal fitness value for metabolite G3P and metabolite AcO. Table 7 shows the execution times required for each estimation algorithm while working on a Core i5 PC with 4GB main memory. The results revealed that SA needed the longest time (814 seconds with 1810 number of generations (metabolite G3P) and 961.8 seconds with 131 number of generations (metabolite AcO) to achieve the optimal values for all kinetic parameters. On the contrary, IBMDE required the shortest time as it only took 254.3 seconds to execute 3 number of generations (metabolite G3P) and 488.8 seconds for 5 number of generations (metabolite AcO). Based on the results, it can be implied that with the addition of ABC probability calculation in Eq. (2.3), the performance in term of computational time had improved, which means that the search space had been significantly minimized. Moreover, DE had successfully estimated the unknown parameters' values within shorter time. This was because DE used the difference between two parent populations with a scaling factor to yield a difference child solution across the search space, as shown in Eq. (2.4). Figs. (3, 4) show the metabolite production graphs for metabolite G3P and metabolite AcO respectively. The graphs were plotted based on the kinetic parameters obtained from previous related works [28, 29] and were subsequently generated by using the mentioned estimation algorithms. The results showed that the kinetic parameters produced by IBMDE had improved the production rates, symbolized by the higher dotted simulation lines in the graph. This improvement was driven by a rise in concentration and speed kinetic parameters. For metabolite G3P, the concentration kinetic parameter, Gpd_p_K1g3p, which was initially 1.2 mmol/l rised by 0.02 mmol/l became 1.22 mmol/l where mmol represents milimolar and l represents litre. ORI represented the production graph that was produced with the kinetic parameters obtained from previous related works [28, 29] . In Figs. (3, 4) , IBMDE, DE, GA, NM, and SA were the production graphs generated by IBMDE, DE, GA, NM, and SA respectively. Speed is regarded as an important kinetic parameter; an increase in the parameter can induce positive effects on the desired metabolites' production [30] . This can be triggered by adding a catalyst, rising the temperature, and increasing the substrate concentration as well as surface area. Under specific conditions, the catalyst and temperature fail to become the factors to increase the speed parameter; particularly when the enzyme is denatured at a temperature higher than the optimal temperature of the catalyst. It can also happen when a flux coefficient that is equal to one is absent and in such situation, the addition of catalyst does not bring any significant effect. Production of desired metabolite can be improved by increasing the reactants' concentration, which means that the product gain becomes higher with more sources [31] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Computational Approach
A Biological Approach
A fitness function (Sum Square Error) was implemented to minimize the difference between experimental and simulated results. Standard deviation (STD) value is a measurement of how broadly are the values being distributed from the mean (the average). According to the results, the STD and mean for metabolite G3P were 0.1078 and 0.1123, respectively, while for metabolite AcO, the values were 0.0002 and 9.58E-5, respectively. As the STD values for IBMDE were close to the mean values, this proved that the results produced by IBMDE were consistent. Moreover, it can also be concluded that the difference between each of the 50 runs was small. SEM value was implemented to show the difference between the experimental and simulated results. According to Eq. (3.5), the SEM values for metabolite G3P and metabolite AcO were 0.0159 and 1.35E-05 respectively, and it has been proven once again that the differences were small for both metabolites. In conclusion, IBMDE is a stable and reliable estimation algorithm.
According to Lillacci and Khammash [22] , to assure that the final simulated results are statistically consistent with the experimental results, a statistical test, chi-square test (X 2 test) must be used. The confidence coefficient, γ, and degree of freedom, s, were 1 and 0.995, respectively. Thus, the interval estimates, σ 2 , were formed according to s, γ and, the aforementioned formula were 0.00004 < σ 2 < 9.550. The null hypothesis presented here states that the final simulated results are statistically consistent with the experimental results. According to Eq. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, IBMDE efficiently minimized the search space using the probability value retrieved from ABC as opposed to DE, which has been widely implemented in other works [24] . Continuous exploration of poor results had been prevented via implementation of a memory feature (gbest), and the accuracies of generated results were satisfactory. Besides that, the increase of unknown parameters and existence of noisy data had been overcome using DE and KF, respectively, and eventually enhanced the computational time and accuracy. In short, IBMDE is better than NM, SA, GA and DE in terms of accuracy and computation time. It demonstrated its reliability through hypothesis test (chi square test), its low STD values and MSE values close to 0.
IBMDE is a common estimation algorithm that can be used to analyse noisy data, for example, those generated in the electrical and electronic engineering field [32] . Besides that, it can also be used in other applications such as in chaotic systems [33] , phase equilibrium model [34] , flowshop sequencing model [35] , optimal proportionalintegral derivative controllers [36] , ground water flow model [37] , and etc. Thus, it can be used for identifying the optimal values according to the field of interest.
DE is very delicate to its control parameters, notably crossover constant (CR), mutation factor (F), and population size (NP) [15] . Thus, in future work, self-adaptive approach can be implemented to improve the performance of conventional DE and IBMDE. Moreover, extra step can be added to the process of producing new populations with the goal of further enhancing the performance of IBMDE.
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